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A number of authors have investigated mass inequalities for mesons and baryons in QCD. These provide rigorous non- 
perturbative .constraints on the mass spectrum. Similar inequalities for glueballs are investigated. For nonzero spin J, in the 
large-N c approximation, mj-  >t m j+ is found. (For J = 0, the existence of a gluon condensate can modify this statement.) 
There are also constraints on how fast mj can grow with J. For example, for rn j  = a + bJ  ~, 0 ~ a < 1 is found, a result 
consistent with Regge behaviour. 
The existence of gluebaUs is expected to be, quali- 
tatively, one of the most significant features of QCD. 
Nevertheless our understanding of the spectrum of 
gluebaUs is very limited. Although there are a number 
of different QCD based models for glueballs [1,2] ,1, 
even broad general questions, uch as whether (and if 
so, how closely) they lie on Regge trajectories, do not 
seem to have model-independent a swers. The planar 
graph approximation (or the large-N c approximation) 
of QCD does suggest a Regge-type spectrum [6] ,2 
but a stronger result is still lacking. It is of some inter- 
est therefore to study inequalities on glueball masses. 
Although such inequalities are generally not stringent 
enough to do quantitative physics, they are model- 
independent consequences of very general features of 
QCD and at least give constraints on various QCD 
based models for glueballs. 
Mass inequalities have been derived and successful- 
ly applied to the flavor non-singlet sector of QCD viz. 
mesons and baryons by a number of authors [8-10]. 
The central ingredient in their derivation is positivity 
of the functional measure of the euclidean path integral 
and the existence o f a mass gap. In particular Weingarten 
and Witten and others have derived general results on 
the mass spectrum of QCD. Perhaps the most striking 
,1 For potential models see ref. [3], for models based on the 
scale anomaly see ref. [4], for models based on dual super- 
conductivity see ref. [5 ]. 
,z For a review see ref. [7]. 
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conclusion is m× >~ m~r , where m× is the mass of any 
flavor non-singlet with the quantum numbers of a 
quark bilinear and mTr is the pion mass. 
Witten and Vafa [8] have further extended the 
Weingarten result to include results of the generic type 
2mA~ >1 mA~ + mB~ where A and B refer to different 
quark flavors and the positivity of the electromagnetic 
mass shift of the pion. Similar results have been estab- 
lished for the quark model sector based on potential 
theory by Nussinov and Lieb [ 10]. In particular the 
relation between baryon and boson masses viz. 
3 
mbaryon = ~ mboso n of the additive quark model is ob- 
tained. 
In this paper we consider inequalities for correlation 
functions involving color singlet composite operators 
which are polynomials of the field strength tensor and 
its covariant derivatives. Again, these inequalities de- 
pend only on the positivity of the euclidean function- 
al measure. The correlation functions fall off exponen- 
tially at large separations ata rate given by the mass 
of the lowest lying glueball of the appropriate quan- 
tum numbers. Thus, with the assumption of a mass 
gap, the correlation inequalities translate into mass 
inequalities. The composite operators act as interpolat- 
ing fields for glueballs in the LSZ sense in the 
Heisenberg picture of conventional field theory. 
In general the masses are expected to increase with 
the spin J or dimension d of the interpolating field. 
For a mass formula of the type m = a + bd °' (or a + 
b J  o,), we find a ~< 1. This is consistent with Regge be- 
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haviour (a = 1). Also generically we have mj - >1 mj + 
where + refer to even and odd parities ,3. The 0 ++ 
channel can be an exception to this because of the 
possibility of a vacuum expectation for F~vFffv , which 
can be interpreted as a vacuum condensate in which 
case trivially rn 0- ~> m0.. However the physical glueball 
is the fluctuation o fF2  from its vacuum value. We 
have no constraint in this case. The results for spins 
higher than zero are expected to hold in the large-N c
approximation. 
We start our discussion with some kinematical re- 
marks. The local operators can be constructed as poly- 
nominals of the field strength tensor Fffv and the quark 
fields. Some simpleexamples are tr(FuvFuv ) which creates 
0 +÷ states, tr(FuvFuv ) for 0 -+ states and 0~ = 
tr(F~uFu~ - ¼ 6a~F 2) for 2 ++ states. (Here Fur = 
F~u vt a,t a are color matrices and ~ _ 1 ..,v - ~euv,~F~') One 
can also have mixtures with quarks, e.g. Fffv (ttaq 
which gives 1 -+ - .  Examples of operators of dimension 
6are tr [Fu,,,Fxo ]F,~t~ which gives J = 0,1,2,3, with 
C = +1 and tr {Fur, Fao } F~ fo r J  = 0,1,2,3 with C 
= -1 .  Needless to say, these are interpolating fields in 
the LSZ sense and so operators of the same quantum 
numbers can mix. A detailed kinematic analysis of 
glueball quantum numbers based on acceptable inter- 
polating fields has recently been presented [ 11 ]. 
The measure of integration, in euclidean space, is 
given for QCD at 0 = 0 by 
1 l-I [dA~(x)] det(]~ + m) d/a(A) = ~ x, ,,a 
X exp( -  1-~--tFa Favd4X~ (1) 
4g2 d ~v v ]" 
Z is a normalization factor. In a vector-like theory such 
as OCD, the fermion determinant is of the form IIn(m2 
+ k 2) where the X n are the (real) eigenvalues of 
- i~f, i.e., ]~$n = iXn ~n" The measure is thus manifest- 
ly positive. Since the measure is positive, inequalities 
which hold for each A~ are also valid after integration 
a over A u" 
The correlation functions we are interested in are 
of the form 
(PI(x)Ps (0)) = f du(A ) PI(X)Pj(O) , (2) 
,3 The notation for the glueball state is jPC, where J is the 
spin, P denotes parity and C denotes charge conjugation. 
C-' guvC = -FT v. 
where PI(X) is a local gauge invariant operator; I, J are 
generic indices for the Lorentz tensor structure of P. 
For the pure glueball sector,P(x) are also flavor 
singlets. 
In order to define such formal correlation functions, 
one has to have a regulator which preserves the Lorentz 
covariance properties of the composite operators. We 
shall not give a detailed analysis of how this can be 
done, but indicate briefly how the random lattice for- 
mulation of gauge theories would provide such a regu- 
lator [ 12]. The measure of integration (1) involves 
integration over potentials at each spacetime point. 
Since the action is gauge invariant, the integration ove~ 
the pure gauge directions of the potential gives a factor 
of the group volume at each point. This would diverge 
for an infinite number of points and so we have to 
put the theory on some kind of lattice (with a finite 
number of points) to make (1) well defined. A possibl~ 
way to preserve Lorentz covariance properties would 
be to use a random lattice. Composite operator cor- 
relations on a random lattice can be generated as fol- 
lows. One considers the Wilson loop operators W(C 1), 
W(C2) defined for curves C 1 and C 2. The plaquette 
bounded by C 1 is chosen to be rotated relative to the 
plaquette corresponding to C 2 by R, an element of 
the four-dimensional rotation group. The functional 
average of the product W(C1) W(C2) is evaluated as a 
function of the separation of the two plaquettes and 
R and various spins are projected out using the har- 
monics of the rotation group. In the naive continuum 
limit such correlations tend to averages such as (2). 
The Wilson loop operators in the above set of state- 
ments are only an example. One can also use other 
lattice operators to define a large number of composit~ 
operator correlations. The correlations we consider 
are physical renormalization group invariant quantities 
and the results are not expected to depend on how 
the theory is renormalized. 
One can make a spectral decomposition of the two- 
point function (2). 
(PI(X)Pj(O)) 
= fdm 2 ~Pn(mZ)D(i~ ) (--i~x)AF(X,m2), (3) 
1l 
where AF(X,m2 ) is the propagator of the free field 
theory, Pn (m 2) is the spectral function Whose region 
of support gives the mass spectrum in the IJ channel, 
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and D}y) is a polynomial which gives the correct 
Lorentz decomposition. The idea of confinement 
supports the assumption of a mass gap, i.e., p(m 2) 
= 0 for m 2 < rn02 4= 0. m02 is the mass of the lowest 
lying glueball with the quantum numbers of the 
operator Pi(x). We assume that m 2 is part of the dis- 
crete spectrum; for example, for SU(Nc), N c ~ co this is 
the case. Since all the quarks carry nonzero (current 
algebra) masses, we do not expect any flavor singlet 
massless particles to form a multiparticle continuum 
with gluebaUs. With these assumptions, the large 
separation behavior of correlation functions will be 
given by 
(Pi(x)Pj(O)) ~ c exp(-m01xl) (4) 
(as Ix[ ~and for(Pi(x))= 0). 
We shall consider a typical inequality before going 
to the general case. Define 
(x M A (S) 
where A denotes a set of spacetime indices and Mu A is 
a tensor to be specified. Define U and V by 
g = 0 "A (x)q)bB(o), V = X ~A (x)xbB(o). (6) 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality I Tr U t V[ 2 <~ Tr UtU 
Tr V t V gives 
(~2(x)d~Z(o)x2(x)x2(O))) [c~.X(x)d~'x(O)[ 2 , . (7) 
where q~2 = dpaAd~aA, etc. We now choose M~v to be 
8aupv.t~ The inequality becomes, with ~ =FgeF~,  
= /TEl Fa  
I qS~t3(x)P~ ~ (~uv(O)Puv[ 2 >~ Ix~t3(x)p~¢ Xuu(0)p, vl 2 . 
(8) 
The operator ~a~ gives 2 ++ and 0 ++ glueballs while X~O 
gives 2 -+ and 0 -+ glueballs. We take Puu to be zero 
for all/~, u except for one offdiagonal choice corre- 
sponding to one of the spin-two states e.g./2, u = ij = 
2,3. The inequality (8) gives 
[~)ij(x)d~ij(O)[2 ~ [Xij(x)xij(O ) [2 (9) 
(no summation on i, j). Upon averaging over gluon 
configurations as in eq. (2) and using eq. (4) we ob- 
tain rn2+* ~<m2-÷. By choosing puu = 8uu we find 
(F2(x)F 2 (0)) ~> (FF(x)FF(O)). (1 O) 
At large separations, (F 2 (x)F2(0)) = (F2) 2 if there is 
a VEV (F 2) 4= O. The inequality is then trivially satis- 
fied for any #'no-+ >0.  If (F 2 ) is zero, the inequality 
(10) leads to m0-÷ ~> m0++. A non zero (F 2) could also 
be interpreted as rn0~ = 0. However if (F 2) 4= 0, the 
physical glueball must be defined in terms of the con- 
nected part of (F2(x)F2(O)) and the corresponding 
lowest mass m0++ is not constrained in any way by 
(101. 
Another useful inequality is obtained by taking U = 
Fai(x)F~i(O), V = Fak (x)F~k (01 (no summation over 
i or k). This leads to 
IOik(X)Oik(O)[2 <~Oii(x)~ii(O)~kk(X)Okk(O). (11) 
Choosing U = Fai(x)F~'~ (0) (i, k fixed) we obtain 
from Yr U t U>~ O, Oii(x)~)kk(O) >/ O. The right-hand 
side of (11) can be thus extended to a full sum giving 
iC~ik(X)d~ik(O)l 2 <~ [F2(x)F2(O)i 2. (12) 
Upon averaging over gluon configurations this leads to 
the inequality m2++ >~ m0.+. Again if (F 2) 4 = 0, this 
inequality is trivial with m0+. = 0. For M0÷+ defined in 
terms of the connected part of (F2(x)F2(O)), we have 
no constraint vis ~ vis m2++. However if there is an 
independent estimate ofMo÷+ givingMo++ >m2++ 
(which has been suggested by lattice gauge theory 
Monte Carlo studies [13]), the inequality (12)will 
lead to the conclusion that (F 2) 4= 0. Experimental 
data that may be interpreted as evidence for spin-2 
glueballs has been obtained for the reaction ~-  p 
q~bn [14]. A comment about the operator ~uv is in 
order, q~uv contains a 1 -+ piece viz. qS0i. However, by 
l_~rentz covariance, it cannot create 1 + glueballs. 
~uu is conserved, up to gradients of the scalar operator 
F 2, and the anlplitude (q~u,(x)~(0)) therefore con- 
tains only two Lorentz invariant erms, one each for 
spins zero and two. The lowest dimensional operator 
built up of Fuu's which gives 1 -+ involves three Fuu's 
[111. 
We now turn to the case of operators of arbitrary 
dimension. In this case it is easier to use the two com- 
ponent spinor notation for SL(2, C) tensors. By use of 
eab and e~,  the local operators we construct can be 
reduced to irreducible tensors. An irreducible tensor 
is a multispinor of 2k undotted indices and 2n dotted 
indices, symmetric in each set. These are SU(2) X 
SU(2) indices since we are in euclidean space. Upon 
continuation to Minkowski space, they go over to 
corresponding SL(2, C) indices. Consider A(~)c... with 
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2 J  undotted indices. The upper (a) denotes a generic 
color index not restricted to the adjoint representa- 
tion. Define U and V as follows: 
A(a) rx~M A A(b) (B) U= abc...~, J abc...eit~glA..(O)M~g ff .... 
V = B (a)(x)B (b)(0)6 AB, (13) 
where B (a) (x) is a scalar. MAabc... is again to be specified. 
Denoting abc...M~... = Pabc...,ab~ .... the Cauchy-  
Schwarz inequality-gives 
IB" Aaa c...(O)Pabc...,a~... B .Aagd... (x)l 2 
<<, f (  B 2(x)B2(0)) 
2 . 
X (Aabc..Ab~.." (x)Pabc...,&bO.. 
2 X Apqr...,t~d~... (O)Ppqr...,ll~?...). (14) 
f = 6 AB6 BA, A 2 and B '  A indicate contraction with 
respect o cglor indices. In the intermediate states on 
the left side we get states of spin J, e.g., abe... = 111 .... 
On the right-hand side the intermediate states have J3 
= 0. Since the left-hand side of eq. (14) is linear and 
the right-hand side is quadratic in the projection oper- 
ator P, we would like to choose P in such a way that 
the intermediate states on the right-hand side are part 
of the j1  = 2 J (2 J  + 1) multiplet. The highest weight 
state in this representation is of the form 
[ 11... 22...> 
2J times 2J times 
Applying the spin lowering operator J _ ,  2J  times we 
obtain the J3 = 0 state. 
This is of the form 
2J 
N(p ,2 J -p ) [ l l l . . .22 . . .  iii 5L>, 
p=0 2J-"-"~p ~ 2J-"~ p 
where the N are fixed numbers. We now choose MaAb... 
to be of the form (the collective index A = pqr...) 
2J~ p.~.. 
M i l l . . .  22... = N1/2 (p, 2 J  - p) (15) 
111... 22L. 
2J-p p 
If the number of l 's and 2's do not match between 
upper and lower sets of indices,M = 0. Thus 
A 2 • (X)Pabc...,~f) ~ abc...,~b~ 
~N(p ,2 J  2 • "" (16) = - P)A l l l . . .  22... l~fl ...12" 
Zl-p p 2J-p p 
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This generates the J  3 = 0 state of the J 2 = J (2 J  + 1) 
multiplet. The left-hand side contains 
~p N(p,2S- p) 
2 
× (B" Ali1... 22. . . (O)B'Ai i i . . .~.. . (x )) 
2J p p 2J-p p 
All the intermediate states have spin J. We can get a 
state of spin J from multiparticle states of lower spin 
as well as a single-particle state of spin J. In general it 
is not possible to separate the single-particle contribu- 
tion as required for use of eq. (4). However, the inequa 
lity (14) is valid in general and we can consider the 
large-N c limit of the correlation functions [6]. In 
this case the intermediate states are single glueball 
states and the'mass appearing in eq. (4) will be the 
discrete point mass of the lowest spin glueball in the 
channel of interest. The inequality thus gives, upon 
using (4), 
2mAB( J ) >1 mBB(O ) + mAA (2 J ) .  (17) 
The spins are indicated in brackets after the masses. 
The glueball states fall into classes. For each J, there 
is an operator of minimal dimension which can create 
the states. As we vary J we get a "trajectory" of 
glueballs, If operators of dimension higher than the 
minimal dimension are used we get other "trajectories" 
Inequality (17) can be applied to the minimal case. 
For the minimal trajectory, we consider a mass formu- 
la of the form a + bJ a where a and b do not depend 
on the specific operators but on the trajectory as a 
whole, at least for large J(consistent with LSZ inter- 
pretation of these operators.) Inequality (17) then 
gives a ~< 1. 
We now go back to (14). If the P's are chosen to 
project onto J = 0 intermediate states on the right- 
hand side, we get 2mAB(J  ) >t mBB (0) + mAA (0) 
showing that masses in general increase with spin, 
i.e., we can take a ~> 0 in m = a + bJ a , for positive b. 
1 
The value of a -- ~ gives a linear Regge trajectory 
for the glueballs. (The minimal trajectory, it seems, 
should be identified with the leading Regge trajectory. 
The formula below of variation of m with the dimen- 
sion of the operator supports this.) A non-relativistic 
rotating classical configuration has m ~ j2  and this 
seems to be ruled out. In the relativistic ase, one has 
m "~ J for large J and this is marginally consistent. 
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We now go back to vector indices for SL(2, C) 
tensors. Consider 
- a M A b B U - A,iv... , ..... V = B[lv...Muv.." . (18) 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives 
(A 2 P(x) A 2p(0)) (B2p(x)B2p (0)) 
>~ [(AB P(x)  AB P(0))[ 2 , (19) 
where A2p = A.uv...a "A~..l,,~v...l,l ~/rA a/rA etc. By choosing 
M appropriately we can project onto states of the 
same spin on both sides. This gives the inequality, 
again in the large-N c approximation, 
2mAB >/mA A + mBB. (20) 
The states connected by (20) lie on different rajec- 
tories. We can try a mass formula of the type m = a 
+ bd¢ where d is the scaling dimension of the operator 
involved. Considering large dg, with d A fixed, (20) 
gives fl ~< 1. 
Finally consider (19) where A%... is built out of a 
product of  Fuu's and B~,. is the same asA~v except 
for/~ , replacing one o f '{ iaeF 's  i e B a "iaas on 
,uv ,U-/.' , ' ,U.V... i"" 
a Projecting onto the highest spin posite parity to A uu.... 
state and using large-N c approximation (this can be 
done as in our discussion following (14)), we t'md mj-  
~> m j÷. 
In conclusiSn, we note that similar inequalities can 
be applied to correlations involving hybrid operators 
such as F~u q taq. One can relate the masses of hybrid 
states to pure glueball masses and multiquark states. 
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